Giant breast cyst: a rare clinical entity

Abstract

The fibrocystic disease is a part of ANDI (Aberrations of Normal Development and Involution) in woman. Majority of cyst are microcyst and simple cyst. Macrocyst can develop in this fibrocystic disease breast. Macrocyst are few in number, majority of them are simple cyst. Radiological imaging provides particularly ultrasound provides a good diagnostic technique. The complex cyst containing both liquid and solid area can develop in macrocyst of breast requiring tissue diagnosis with fine needle aspiration. The malignant change can develop in these breast cysts. Rarely a giant cyst can develop in the breast but this giant breast cyst is mostly simple cyst and requires excision of cyst and histopathological examination. We are presenting one case of giant breast cyst because of rarity of occurrence.
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Introduction

Breast cyst is fluid filled sac which develops in breasts of women. The breast cyst can be single or multiple. These breast cysts may be part of fibro-cystic disease of the breast. These breast cysts may neither grow nor regress in size for years but may resolve spontaneously in a few patients.1 The commonest clinical presentation of a breast cyst is a painless lump, however in some cases patient may have discomfort or pain in the breast. On palpation the breast cyst feels as soft cystic swelling but occasionally feel firm in consistency. Most of small breast cysts cannot be palpated except large sized tense cyst which are firm in consistency and become palpable. The breast cyst commonly present in premenopausal women around 40 years of age. Generally, they disappear after menopause. About 7% of women develop palpable cysts in their breast with an increased risk of developing malignancy.2 These breast cysts start as an overgrowth of breast alveolar gland and can grow from a small size like pea to a large size like ping pong ball.1

The simple cysts of the breast are mostly benign and do not require any tissue diagnosis while complex require further diagnosis by fine needle aspiration cytology or excision biopsy to exclude malignancy.4 The ultrasound of the breast is the first investigation used for identification of breast lump. If ultrasound shows a fluid filled cyst, it is diagnosed as simple or complex cyst. The ultrasound of the breast has accuracy of 95 to 100% for diagnosis of breast cyst.5 A breast cyst diagnosed as simple on ultrasound needs no further investigation. A mammography was done which confirmed the diagnosis of simple breast cyst as no malignant cells were seen (Figure 2). After routine hematological and biochemical investigations were done, the preanesthetic checkup was done. The patient was graded as ASA I and fit for anesthesia. The patient was operated under general anesthesia. A linear incision was used for excision of this giant breast cyst. The cyst was excised in to (Figure 3). The wound was closed in layers over mini-suction drain and dressed. The wound healed well and skin clips were removed on 9th postoperative day. The excised specimen was sent for histopathological which confirmed it to be simple mammary cyst with no evidence of malignancy (Figure 4).

Case report

A forty years female presented with history of lump in left breast for last 9months. The lump was painless initially but for last 3months, this patient started having discomfort in the breast. The discomfort was not related to menstrual cycle. On examination there was 10x10cm lump in the left breast having smooth surface and non tender to touch. The consistency was firm and this left breast lump was freely mobile.

On clinical examination this left breast lump appeared to be benign solid tumor. The mammography was done in this patient and diagnosis of benign mammary swelling was given (Figure 1). The ultrasound of the breast revealed a large size 10x10cm cystic swelling. This cystic swelling did not contain any solid tissue in it and surrounding tissue was normal. The diagnosis of giant simple mammary cyst was given.

For tissue diagnosis of this swelling fine needle aspiration was done which confirmed the diagnosis of simple breast cyst as no malignant cells were seen (Figure 2). After routine hematological and biochemical investigations were done, the preanesthetic checkup was done. The patient was graded as ASA I and fit for anesthesia. The patient was operated under general anesthesia. A radial incision was used for excision of this giant breast cyst. The cyst was excised in to (Figure 3). The wound was closed in layers over mini-suction drain and dressed. The wound healed well and skin clips were removed on 9th postoperative day. The excised specimen was sent for histopathological which confirmed it to be simple mammary cyst with no evidence of malignancy (Figure 4).
Discussion

The benign breast diseases consisting of wide variety of diseases are quite common in women. The breast cysts are common in women in their forties but they can occur in any age group. The menstrual cyclic changes in hormones can affect the breast cysts as these cysts become congested and painful during premenstrual phase. Multiple cystic disease of the breast is a common breast disease in females. The breast of less than 3 mm in diameter is benign with almost no risk of malignant change.9

The breast cysts are commonly divided into microcyst and macrocyst. The microcysts are commonly present in both the breasts. Microcysts are tiny and cannot be palpated but can be seen with microscope. As the fluid further collects it forms larger cysts called macrocysts which can be palpated easily. Such macrocyst can acquire a size of 2-5cm. These microcysts are not clinically palpable but can be easily detected in sonomammography. The microcysts are considered as part of normal involution process.10 Ultrasound of the breast can reveal that lump is fluid filled called simple cyst or both fluid and solid components called complex cyst, such complex cyst must be subjected to biopsy.11 The MR imaging findings were studied in circumscribed cystic breast lumps both benign and malignant. Intracystic papillomas were having single mural nodule with a washout enhancement pattern while intracystic papillary carcinoma show multiple mural nodules or solid mass obliterating the cystic space with a washout enhancement pattern.12

Dixon et al described two types of breast cysts into type I and type II based on type epithelium lining and electrolyte composition. Type I breast cysts contain electrolyte concentration similar to intracellular fluid and are lined by apocrine epithelium. Type II breast cysts contain electrolyte concentration equal to plasma concentration and are lined by flattened epithelium. The women having type I cysts tend to develop multiple cysts while women with type II breast cysts tend to develop fewer number of cysts but large in size. These women with type II breast cysts are likely to develop giant sized breast cyst.13

Even the larger sized cyst rarely has a malignant change in it, but in this macrocystic disease of breast the risk of malignancy is 3 to 4times.14 Mezi et al.,15 assessed the Cathepsin-D levels in serum and in breast cyst fluid in patients with gross cystic disease of breast. They interpreted that raised level of Cathepsin-D in breast cyst fluid has no predictive value for cytological type or possible cyst relapse.

Kihara et al reported a rare case of giant breast cyst with diameter of 15 cm containing an intracystic papilloma. The small breast cyst due to intracystic papilloma are frequent but giant breast cyst due to intracystic papilloma are very uncommon. Imaging of breast suggested possibility of malignancy. Aspiration of fluid from the cyst did not reveal any malignant cells, neither repeated aspiration resulted in cure of breast cyst. The excision of cyst was done and histopathological examination revealed two benign intracystic papillomas. They recommended that excision of the cyst should be done as treatment and confirmation of diagnosis by histopathological examination as preoperative diagnosis by imaging and cytology are not reliable to differentiate between intracystic papilloma and intracystic papillary carcinoma.16 In patients of breast cyst, when radiological and fine needle aspiration cytology findings are mismatched, an excision biopsy is recommended.17 Giant breast which are diagnosed as simple cyst on ultrasound, mammography and fine aspiration cytology must be excised and subjected to histopathological examination to rule out malignancy.
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Conclusion

The fibrocystic disease of the breast is a common disease of breast in perimenopausal women as part of aberrations of normal development and involution (ANDI). Multiple small sized cysts called microcysts are common which are simple cysts and never turn to be malignant. The large sized cysts called macrocysts are a few in number and majority are simple cysts. Occasionally a macrocyst can develop a solid component and rarely turn to be a malignant. Giant breast cysts are single and achieve a large size. The fluid filled giant breast cyst remains simple while if solid component develops, malignant change is likely. Therefore, all giant breast cysts should be excised and must be subjected to histopathological examination to rule out malignancy.
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